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Abstract
We consider an initially spherical capsule freely suspended in a planar hyperbolic ﬂow and study the inﬂuence of the wall bending
resistance on the capsule dynamics. The capsule wall is assumed to be made of a three-dimensional homogeneous elastic material.
The ﬂuid-structure interaction between the capsule and the external ﬂow is modeled numerically by coupling a boundary integral
method with a shell ﬁnite element method. It is found that, for given three-dimensional wall mechanical properties, the capsule
deformability is drastically reduced as the bending resistance is increased. But, if one expresses the same results as a function of
the two-dimensional mechanical properties of the mid-surface, which is how the capsule wall is modeled in the thin-shell model,
the capsule deformed shape is identical to the one predicted for a capsule devoid of bending resistance. The bending rigidity is
found to have a negligible inﬂuence on the shape and deformation: the capsule main deformation mode is thus solely a function of
the elastic stretching of the mid-surface. The wall bending resistance still plays a role locally in the regions where buckling occurs.
Its inﬂuence is studied in the low ﬂow strength regime, for which wrinkling of the wall is observed to persist at steady state. We
show that the wrinkle wavelength only depends on the bending number, which compares the relative importance of bending and
shearing phenomena, and provide the correlation law. This result is interesting as it allows bending resistance to be estimated from
experiments on capsules in a planar hyperbolic ﬂow at low ﬂow strength.
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1. Introduction
Liquid core microcapsules are widely used in bioengineering and in pharmaceutics to protect fragile or volatile
substances until their liberation in an external medium. Classically produced by interfacial polymerization of an
emulsion, the fabricated capsules are quasi-spherical; their wall thickness and mechanical properties depend on the
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reaction process used to generate the membrane 1,2,3,4 . In many applications, the capsule wall is thin to facilitate the
exchanges between the internal and external media. Despite its small value, the ﬁnite thickness has an important
consequence from a mechanical point of view, as it provides a bending resistance to the capsule wall.
Planar hyperbolic ﬂows have been used to study experimentally the deformation of synthetic capsules 5,6 . It is
found that an initially spherical capsule is stretched in the elongational direction and compressed in the perpendicular
direction by the hydrodynamic stresses exerted by the internal and external ﬂows. It reaches a steady state which
depends on the ﬂow strength, but is independent of the capsule internal viscosity.
To date all the numerical studies that solved the ﬂuid-structure interactions between a capsule and a planar hyperbolic ﬂow have treated the capsule wall as a two-dimensional surface devoid of bending resistance (membrane
model) 7,8,9,10,11 . At low ﬂow strength, they showed that wrinkling occurs in the central region during the transient
phase and persists at steady state. This membrane buckling is due to compressive tensions (forces per unit curved
length in the capsule surface), which occur in the plane orthogonal to the direction of elongation. As the ﬂow strength
is increased, the capsule becomes more deformed: the isotropic tensions increase and eventually overcome any compressive tension, so that buckling no longer occurs. There therefore exists a critical ﬂow strength value, above which
wrinkles no longer form at steady state. It is important to study the process of wrinkling as it may lead to local stress
peaks, and thus to membrane damage. However, membrane model simulations can only predict where wrinkling
occurs depending on the ﬂow conditions, but do not provide information on the wrinkles themselves.
To model buckling in a rigorous way, the capsule wall bending resistance must be taken into account, but no
such study has yet been conducted for capsules in hyperbolic ﬂows. A few studies have, however, been applied to
capsules in simple shear ﬂow. Most numerical models have then modeled the capsule wall as an elastic surface and
decomposed the strain energy as the sum of a membrane elastic energy and a bending energy computed from the local
curvature 12,13,14 . Another approach has been to consider the membrane wall as a three-dimensional homogeneous
material and to use a thin shell model. Le & Tan 15 have, for instance, developed such a thin shell model without
studying the inﬂuence of bending resistance on the capsule deformation per se.
The objective of the present study is thus to model the capsule wall as a three-dimensional homogeneous material
with uniform thickness and to analyze the inﬂuence of the bending resistance on the deformation of an initially
spherical capsule subjected to a planar hyperbolic ﬂow. The numerical method couples a boundary integral method
(to simulate the ﬂow of the internal and external liquids) with a shell ﬁnite element method (for the capsule wall).
The problem and the numerical method are brieﬂy described in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. The eﬀect of the wall
thickness on the capsule deformation and wrinkle formation is presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5.
2. Problem formulation
We consider an initially spherical capsule enclosed by a three-dimensional homogeneous incompressible wall. The
capsule radius  is measured at the middle of the wall thickness and is the length scale of the problem. The wall
consists of a hyperelastic material with thickness α (α < 1), bulk shear modulus G and Poisson ratio ν = 1/2. The
capsule is suspended in a planar hyperbolic ﬂow in the xy-plane with undisturbed velocity ﬁeld
v∞ = γ̇ (x e x − y ey ),

(1)

where γ̇ is the shear rate. Since the inner ﬂuid properties do not inﬂuence the steady-state solution, the inner and outer
ﬂuids are modeled with the same viscosity μ and density.
2.1. Wall mechanics
We assume the wall to be thin enough to be modeled as a thin shell deﬁned by the mid-surface St at time t. It
is commonly accepted in practice that the thin shell approximation is valid for α ≤ 15% at most. The position of
a material point in the shell is deﬁned by the independent curvilinear coordinates (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ). In the reference nondeformed state (time t = 0), the position of a point M of the mid-surface is given by
OM = ϕ (ξ1 , ξ2 )

(2)
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with O the curvilinear basis center. It is convenient to introduce the local covariant base (A1 , A2 , A3 ) deﬁned as
Aα =

dϕ (ξ1 , ξ2 )
dξα

= ϕ,α

and

A3 =

A1 × A2
,
 A1 × A2 

(3)

where A3 is the unit normal vector. The contravariant base (A1 , A2 , A3 ) is deﬁned by Aα ·Aβ = δαβ with δαβ the Kronecker
tensor and A3 = A3 . The same quantities are deﬁned in the deformed state, using lowercase letters: the local covariant
and contravariant bases are respectively denoted (a1 , a2 , a3 ) and (a1 , a2 , a3 ). Thus, in the reference conﬁguration, the
three-dimensional position X of a material point within the capsule wall is
X (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) = ϕ (ξ1 , ξ2 ) + ξ3 A3

(4)

where |ξ3 | < α/2. In the deformed conﬁguration, the new position x of a material point diﬀers from the original
position X through an unknown displacement ﬁeld u:
x (X, t) = X + u (X, t).

(5)

We assume that the displacement satisﬁes the Reissner-Mindlin kinematic assumption, i.e. a material line initially
orthogonal to the mid-surface remains straight and unstretched during deformation but does not remain orthogonal to
the deformed mid-surface 16. The displacement u can then be written
u (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 , t) = uS (ξ1 , ξ2 , t) + ξ3 θλ (ξ1 , ξ2 , t) aλ (ξ1 , ξ2 ).

(6)

The ﬁrst term represents the displacement of a line perpendicular to the mid-surface at coordinates (ξ1 , ξ2 ). The angles
θ1 and θ2 are the rotations of this line around a2 and a1 , respectively.
The deformation gradient F is given by
∂x
,
(7)
F=
∂X
while the nonlinear Green-Lagrange strain tensor e is deﬁned by
e=

1 T
(F · F − I),
2

(8)

where I is the unit tensor. The Reissner-Mindlin assumption implies that e33 = 0. However, e13 and e23 are non-zero
and both involve the rotation θλ .
The wall is considered to be made of a linear isotropic material and to follow the Hooke’s law. The expression of
the second Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor Σ as a function of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor e then reads

Σ = 2G e +


ν
tre .
1−ν

(9)

In the present study, we consider the geometrical non-linearities that arise under large deformation, by keeping all
the non-linear terms of the strain tensor e, when it is expressed as a function of the position. This explains why
we will refer to the constitutive law as the generalized Hooke’s law. The Cauchy stress tensor σ is related to the
Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor 17 by:
σ=

1
F · Σ · FT .
det F

(10)

It can be shown that the generalized Hooke’s law is strain-hardening under uniaxial stretching.
The wall equilibrium equations to be solved are
∇ · σ = 0 inside the wall,

(11)

σ · a3 = q+ on the external surface S+t ,
−

σ · a3 = −q on the internal surface

S−t ,

(12)
(13)
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where q+ (respectively q− ) is the load per unit deformed area which is applied by the external (respectively internal)
ﬂuid. The wall equilibrium (Eq. 11-13) can be rewritten using the principle of virtual work as



û · q+ dSt −
û · q− dSt =
ê : σ dV,
(14)
S+t

S−t

V

where V is the shell wall volume in the deformed state, û an arbitrary kinematically admissible virtual displacement
and ê the corresponding virtual strain tensor. This equation means that the work done by the external load equals the
one done by the internal stresses. For thin walls, the virtual work of the external load reduces to the virtual work of
the jump of viscous traction forces q

S+t

û · q+ dSt −


S−t

û · q− dSt =


St

û · q dSt .

Finally, the weak form of the wall equilibrium (14) is


ê : σ dV =
û · q dSt ,
St

V

(15)

(16)

where V is the shell wall volume in the deformed state, û an arbitrary virtual displacement in the Sobolev space and
δe the corresponding virtual strain tensor. Since the capsule wall is treated as a thin shell, the elastic stresses in the
wall can be integrated across the thickness to yield mean tensions, which are forces per unit length acting on the mid
surface, on St .
The diﬀerence between the membrane and shell models for the wall is that, in the membrane model, all the terms
which are O (α) are ignored, so that the membrane displacement is only given by uS (ξ1 , ξ2 , t). In the shell model, the
three-dimensional eﬀects across the wall thickness are taken into account in the displacement (Eq. 6). These eﬀects
are included in the left-hand side term of Eq. (16) and lead to a resistance to bending, which is quantiﬁed by a bending
modulus MB . For a homogeneous material that follows the generalized Hooke’s law (Eq. 9), MB is given by
MB =

G
(α)3 .
6 (1 − ν)

(17)

It follows that for the same deformation of the mid-surface, the expression of the load q is diﬀerent for the membrane
and shell models.
2.2. Internal and external ﬂows
Owing to the small capsule size, the Reynolds number Re = ρ2 γ̇/μ is very small. The internal and external ﬂows
are thus governed by the Stokes equations. The velocity of the mid-surface points can be expressed as an integral
equation over the deformed capsule surface St using the boundary integral method. For inner and outer ﬂuids of equal
viscosity, it reads

 
r⊗r
I
1
∀xS ∈ St , v (xS ) = v∞ (xS ) −
+
· q (yS ) dS ,
(18)
8πμ S t  r   r 3
where v∞ is the undisturbed ﬂow velocity. The vector r = xS − yS is the distance vector between the point xS , where
the velocity vector is calculated, and a point yS on the surface St . The wall and ﬂuid mechanics are coupled through
q and through the kinematic condition, which relates the wall velocity to the time derivative of the displacement ﬁeld
∀xS ∈ St ,


 ∂
v xS (ξ1 , ξ2 , t) =
uS (ξ1 , ξ2 , t).
∂t

(19)

The displacement uS is deduced from the ﬂuid solver by integrating Eq.(19). The other part of the displacement u
corresponding to the rotational term and the load q are computed by the solid solver.
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2.3. Problem parameters
The capsule dynamics are governed by the relative wall thickness α and by the bulk capillary number
CaV = μγ̇/G,

(20)

which compares the viscous to the elastic forces. When the wall is very thin (α
1), it is customary to introduce a
surface shear modulus GS = Gα, to which corresponds a surface capillary number
CaS = μγ̇/GS = CaV /α.

(21)

This surface capillary number is classically used to study the dynamics of capsules without bending resistance. When
the bending resistance of the wall is accounted for, a bending number KB can be introduced to measure the relative
importance of bending and shearing eﬀects:
KB =

MB
MB
=
.
αG3 GS 2

(22)

Since we consider the capsule wall to be composed of a homogeneous incompressible material, the bending number
is simply KB = α2 /3 from Eq. (17) and the inﬂuence of the bending number can be easily observed by changing the
relative wall thickness α.
3. Numerical method
To solve the ﬂuid-structure interaction problem, we couple a shell ﬁnite element method for the capsule deformation
with a boundary integral method for the internal and external ﬂows. It is similar to the one designed by Walter et al. 9
to simulate the dynamics of a capsule devoid of bending resistance. However, to take into account the wall bending
resistance, the wall is modeled as a thin shell with ﬁnite thickness and bending resistance.
The capsule wall is discretized with a mono-layer of linear triangular shell elements of constant thickness. The
elements are generated by meshing the mid-surface of the wall of the undeformed spherical capsule. We inscribe either
an icosahedron (regular polyhedron with 20 triangular faces) or an octahedron (regular polyhedron with 8 triangular
faces) in the sphere. We sequentially subdivide the triangular elements and project the resulting nodes on the spherical
mid-surface. The wall mesh is thus deﬁned by the nodes located on the mid-surface.
The position of a point inside an element is represented using the local coordinates (r, s, z), where (r, s) are the
intrinsic coordinates of the element mid-surface (r, s, 1 − r − s ∈ [0, 1]) and z is the coordinate along the normal vector
to the mid-surface (z ∈ [−1, 1], with z = 0 corresponding to the mid-surface). From Eq. (4), the position vector X
inside the element then reads
3


α
(23)
X (r, s, z) =
λi (r, s) Xi + z A3i
2
i=1
where λi are the 2D shape functions of the standard 3-node isoparametric elements at node i, Xi the position vector of
the node and A3i the unit normal vector at the node. The expressions of the displacement and strain tensor are then
deduced from Eq. (23). An integration of the displacement across the wall thickness is performed in order to take into
account the eﬀect of the wall thickness 16 .
We use shell elements of the MITC family (Mixed Interpolation Tensorial Components) with three nodes on the
mid-surface (one at each vertex): they are designed to handle the modeling of objects with wall thicknesses much
smaller than their characteristic size, a situation that is prone to locking phenomena. The MITC approach is based on
a mixed formulation that interpolates strains and displacements separately and connects both interpolations at speciﬁc
tying points.
The numerical method consists in following the Lagrangian position of the nodes of the mid-surface St at each
time step. The ﬁnite element method allows us to deduce the rotational term of the displacement u (Eq. 6) by solving
the virtual work principle equation (Eq. 16) by iterations using an implicit Newton method. The displacement u is
obtained by summing the rotational term and the displacement uS of the mid-surface. The solid solver allows also us

C. Dupont et al. / Procedia IUTAM 16 (2015) 70 – 79

to compute the viscous load exerted by the ﬂuids on the capsule wall from the known displacement of the membrane
nodes. The membrane velocity is then obtained from the boundary integral formulation. The displacement of the
mid-surface nodes uS is calculated by integrating the velocity with an explicit Euler integration scheme.
4. Eﬀect of wall bending resistance on capsule deformation
In the following, all the results (capsule proﬁles, deformation, etc.) pertain to the deformed capsule mid-surface.
We investigate the inﬂuence of the non-dimensional governing parameters on the deformation of an initially spherical capsule subjected to a planar hyperbolic ﬂow. We ﬁrst consider an initially spherical capsule with constant bulk
shear modulus G at CaV = 0.005 and vary the wall thickness. Figure 1 shows that the capsule is elongated in the ﬂow
direction and compressed in the perpendicular direction at steady state. More importantly, it qualitatively indicates
that the thicker the wall, the less deformed the capsule is at steady state. The capsule deformation thus decreases with
the bending resistance. At steady state, the capsule assumes a quasi-ellipsoidal shape, which can be approximated by
mid-surface ellipsoid of inertia. The capsule deformation can then be measured by the Taylor parameter D∞
12 deﬁned
as
L1 − L2
D∞
,
(24)
12 =
L1 + L2
where L1 and L2 are the lengths of the two principal axes of the mid-surface ellipsoid of inertia in the xy-plane. The
evolution of the Taylor parameter as a function of CaV and α is shown in Figure 2a. For a given wall thickness, the
capsule elongates under the inﬂuence of the external ﬂow, so that D∞
12 increases with the bulk capillary number CaV .
The graph also proves what was observed qualitatively in Figure 1, that increasing the wall thickness decreases the
global capsule deformation.
It is interesting to observe that if we now plot the Taylor parameter as a function of the surface capillary number
CaS (Figure 2b), all the results fall onto the same curve, which corresponds to the curve found for a capsule without
bending resistance. The main deformation mode of a spherical capsule is thus governed by the elastic stretching of
the mid-surface. This important result validates the use of membrane model to study the capsule deformation in an
external ﬂow.
2

1

y


0

α
0.01
0.025
0.05

-1

-2

-2

-1

0

1

2

x/

Fig. 1. Steady-state shape of the capsule mid-surface in the xy-plane for the same three-dimensional wall properties (CaV = 0.05) but diﬀerent wall
thicknesses α.

5. Eﬀect of wall bending resistance on buckling
If stretching eﬀects control the global capsule shape and deformation, bending eﬀects may still play a role locally,
whenever buckling occurs. Results obtained on capsules without bending resistance have shown that wrinkling occurs
for CaS smaller than the critical value CaS L = 0.14 − 0.15. The latter is independent of the constitutive law, as the
capsule deformation is then still in the small-deformation regime.
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Fig. 2. Mid-surface steady deformation parameter D∞
ﬀ
wall thicknesses.
12 as a function of CaV (a) and CaS (b) for diﬀerent

In order to investigate how the bending resistance inﬂuences the formation of wrinkles, let us consider a capsule
such that CaS = 0.1, which is below CaS L . The corresponding capsule thickness is varied between α = 0.003 and
0.02, while CaS is kept constant, so that CaV is varied between 3 × 10−4 and 2 × 10−2 .
When the capsule wall is modeled as a thin shell, buckling occurs in the central region of the capsule due to
compressive tensions (Figures 3b-c). Wrinkles appear at the same location as those observed when the capsule is
devoid of bending resistance (Figure 3a). As was noted previously, the membrane model can thus be used to predict
the location of the formation of wrinkles. But a thin shell model is needed to obtain information on the wrinkle
wavelength, as it depends on the bending resistance. When the wall thickness increases, the bending resistance
increases and fewer wrinkles are formed (Figures 3b-c). For α ≥ 0.02, wrinkles no longer form. It is thus possible to
prevent buckling by increasing the wall thickness (Figure 3d).
ey

0.005

0
O

0.007

0.02

ex

1.5

0
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

-1
1.5

Fig. 3. Capsule shape evolution at steady state for an initially spherical capsule subjected to a planar hyperbolic ﬂow at CaS = 0.1 with α = 0 (a);
0.005 (b); 0.007 (c); 0.01 (d). The grey levels represent the repartition of the normal load.

Before analyzing any further the wrinkle characteristics, one ﬁrst needs to ensure that the wrinkles are independent
of the mesh. We consider three mesh reﬁnements: 1280, 8192 and 20480 elements. To determine the geometric
characteristics of the wrinkles (wavelength, amplitude), we compute the mid-surface cross-section within the yz-plane
and subtract from it the intersection of the mid-surface ellipsoid of inertia within the same plane. The radius diﬀerence
ﬀ
ρ/ between the two curves is plotted as a function of the arc length s/ along the mid-surface intersection (Figure
4). The wrinkle wavelength λe /, deﬁned as the distance between two successive extrema, is determined for the
wrinkles located near the xz-plane (s/ ∈ [−1, +1]). Figure 5 shows the mean wrinkle wavelength λe / for a capsule
with α = 0.01 and CaS = 0.1 as a function of the number of elements. The wavelength initially decreases as the mesh
is reﬁned. It reaches the constant value λe / = 0.25 for meshes with at least 8000 elements. All the simulations have
been run with 20480 elements.
The inﬂuence of the bending resistance on the wrinkle wavelength and amplitude is studied by increasing the
relative wall thickness (Figure 6). Figure 6a shows that the wavelength monotonously increases with α, until wrinkles
no longer form (α > 0.02 for CaS = 0.1). The α = 0 case corresponds to the membrane solution (no bending
resistance): a wavelength of λe / ∼ 0.1 is found, which is equal to about twice the mesh size. Figure 6b indicates that
the wrinkle amplitude A/ is maximum for small values of α and then decreases until being nil for α > 0.02.
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Fig. 4. Capsule meshed with 8192 elements and a relative thickness α = 0.01 at CaS = 0.1: Radius diﬀerence ρ/ between the intersection of the
capsule mid-surface within the yz-plane and that of the ellipsoid of inertia as a function of the contour arc length s/ (s = 0 for y = 0).
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Fig. 5. Inﬂuence of the number of elements NE on the mean wrinkle wavelength for CaS = 0.1 and α = 0.01.
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Fig. 6. Inﬂuence of the shell thickness on the mean wrinkle wavelength (a) and amplitude (b). The dashed line is the 2.6 α correlation curve.

To investigate whether the surface capillary number aﬀects the wrinkle wavelength, we have considered the case of
a capsule with a thickness α = 0.005 and 0.007 at CaS = 0.07. The two points, added in Figure 6, are superimposed
on the ones found for CaS = 0.1. The wrinkle wavelength is thus not a function of CaS and only depends on the
bending number. Still, the critical relative wall thickness above which wrinkles no longer form decreases with the
surface capillary number. This is due to the fact that the capsule wall tension increases with the capillary number.
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6. Discussion and conclusion
For the ﬁrst time, the inﬂuence of the bending resistance on the dynamics of an initially spherical capsule with a
three-dimensional homogeneous wall subjected to a planar hyperbolic ﬂow has been studied using a numerical method
coupling a boundary integral method and a shell ﬁnite element method. We show that if we consider capsules with the
same three-dimensional wall mechanical properties but diﬀerent thicknesses, the capsule is less deformed when the
bending resistance increases. However, if we consider now capsules with the same mid-surface mechanical properties,
the bending resistance marginally inﬂuences the capsule deformation. The capsule deformation and shape are thus
principally governed by the in-plane mid-surface tensions. The fact that an initially spherical capsule can only deform
(at constant volume) by increasing its surface area can explain why no signiﬁcant eﬀect of the bending resistance is
observed under constant CaS . If we are not interested in the post-buckling behavior, membrane models allow us to
properly model the deformation and the shape of an initially spherical capsule for a reasonable computational time.
The bending rigidity is likely to have a more signiﬁcant eﬀect in the case of an ellipsoidal capsule subjected to
a simple shear ﬂow. Ellipsoidal capsules have indeed been shown to exhibit two distinct dynamics with a transition
from a solid-like tumbling motion to a ﬂuid-like swinging mode that is governed by the energy of deformation 18. One
can expect the bending resistance to inﬂuence the energy barrier. No similar phenomenon, however, exists in the case
of a planar hyperbolic ﬂow.
It is an interesting result that the membrane model can be used to determine the capsule deformation despite the
formation of wrinkles in the central region of the capsule at low ﬂow strength. The membrane model can even predict
the location where the wrinkles appear. But a thin shell model is needed to get the wrinkle characteristics. As shown
in Fig. 6, the wrinkle wavelength depends only on the bending number regardless the value of the surface
√ capillary
number: it is thus a function of the square-root of the thickness ratio α. A correlation λe / = 2.6 α = 3.4 KB1/4
is found with correlation coeﬃcient R2 = 0.97. It is interesting to note that, when a thin homogeneous membrane is stretched
√ between two clamps, the wavelength of the wrinkles forming in the central region follows the
law λe / = 2.9 α = 3.8 KB1/4 , as shown Cerda and Mahadevan 19. In the two cases, the wrinkle wavelength depends
on the bending resistance following a power law with power equal to 1/4. The small diﬀerence between the factors of
proportionality is due to the diﬀerence in geometry and boundary conditions. This shows that the wavelength of the
wrinkles forming along the capsule can be predicted from a simple energy balance between bending and stretching
under the constraint of the constitutive law of the wall material. However, if this balance is relatively simple to establish analytically for a ﬂat membrane, it is much harder to ﬁnd for a spherical membrane subjected to viscous shear
forces. A numerical model is thus necessary in this latter case.
This correlation law provides a technique to determine the surface shear modulus, the bending modulus and the
wall thickness of an artiﬁcial capsule from experimental images through inverse analysis. If one subjects an initially
spherical capsule at low ﬂow strength and captures images of the capsule deformed proﬁle, the capsule deformation
parameter D12 can be measured on the images and used to deduce the surface capillary number CaS using Figure 2b
(i.e. evolution of D12 as a function of CaS ). Knowing the experimental value of the shear rate γ̇ and the viscosity
of the external ﬂuid μ, the surface shear modulus GS can be easily deduced from the deﬁnition of CaS (Eq. 21). If
the wrinkles appear clearly enough on the image, there is the possibility to measure their wavelength
in the central
√
region. The relative wall thickness ratio can then be estimated from the constitutive law λe / = 2.6 α and the bending
modulus deduced from it. The present study thus provides a direct application for the mechanical characterization of
the mechanical properties of microcapsules.
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